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Moonology–
Look at the Bigger 
Picture

Starseed–
Perspective

Work Your Light –
Unbound

Secret Language of
Light– Remembrance



Hello Beautiful Unchained Goddesses,

Thank you for allowing me to share the August 2020 Reading with you. If you missed the last Diary 
Entry, we said that old labels would continue falling away through the month of July and new ways of 
describing ourselves, our passions, or reality would take their place. 

Was that true for you? Which labels did you find yourself no longer acquiescing to? Did anything 
‘End or Begin’ for you in the month of July? Did you feel an equilibrium in relation to what you 
experienced in the first half of the year? Are you still being called to find balance? 

This month’s reading aligned with a spiritual message of holding a higher perspective of seeing 
the bigger picture to become unbound to live life from the heart as you continue diving 
for the light.

I hope you find resonance and are filled with reassurance that you are precious, you are adored, you 
are loved, you ARE Love and you are the Light. Keep Shining. 

Angie



Moonology Oracle– Look at the Bigger Picture 
Full Moon in Sagittarius

Are you thinking too much about the details of our dilemma? Fretting over minutiae can be 
counterproductive. Or perhaps we are being all talk and no action? This card is a reminder that while it’s 
good to think things through, sometimes we need to step back and look at the bigger picture. 
What do you see about our current circumstances? What’s the most positive thought you can have about 
it? Now is the time to count our blessings, even if we don’t yet have exactly what we want out of the 
situation. Remember, we often must take a few risks and go in the unknown. Be open minded about 
what’s for the best. The Universe could surprise you! 

Card Author  Yasmin Boland
Artwork: Nyx Rowan 



The Starseed Oracle– Perspective
None of this matters. Zoom Out. Common Ground

Again, we are being reminded to take a step back and look at the bigger picture of Life. Step away form the 
blinkered vision and reactive frame of mind of ‘us against them’ Change your perspective. You MUST shift 
your point of view now, and zoom out, out, out.

We are but a speck of dust in the Universe yet we think everything is revolving around us. We see the planet 
as ours to own and conquer, pillaging the land and setting ourselves up for our eventual extinction. We’ve 
built fences and walls and create invisible borders. Mother Earth doesn’t need us to survive, but we need Her. 
It’s time to Wake Up. A new perspective is urgently needed.
We become so lost in our individual experience that we don’t realize that most of the things that keep us 
awake at night, are actually distractions. We’re wasting our previous time and energy fighting each other when 
we should be coming together to heal what’s been severed. 
This moment is a breath in the timeline of your life. This life is a fleeting moment in the tapestry of your 
soul’s experience. FEEL your essence. Remember who you ARE. Take a breath and a moment, Darling, and 
see the bigger picture. Find common ground. To find deep compassion in your heart. To gain a greater
perspective of humanity in this fleeting moment in the timeline of your soul’s existence in the timeline of all 
that is, was, and ever will be. 



Work Your Light – Unbound 
Releasing Soul Patterns, contracts, and past lives.

It is time to release old soul stories that have been playing out in our lives. They are coming up to be healed, over 
and over. There has never been a safer time to clear these patterns that RIGHT NOW. 

Take a look at patterns in your life that you are ready to release. Ancient vows and contracts that your soul made 
that have an expiry date. It could be a vow of silence or chastity or poverty. It is time to unwind from them. They 
are NOT needed. This is the life in which you free yourself from this trauma of past lives. 

What old ways of being have an expiry date? When you name them, you claim them and they stop holding power 
over you. When acknowledging these old patterns, it also important to acknowledge know they have served you up 
until now. Appreciate them, wish them love, and send them on their way. 

Activation:
“I release all old soul stories, vows, contracts, and patterns that are no longer aligned with who I came her to be 
in this present moment. I carry the lessons, growth, and gifts, but I no longer choose to live the same story. May 
I be unbound, unbound, forever unbound.”

Card Author – Rebecca Campbell ®
Artwork – Danielle Noel ® 



The Secret Language of Light– Remembrance 
Recall Your Soul Truth

You are ready to live your life from the wisdom of your heart, Darling. You may have been sighting 11:11 
as a reflection of this. Have you? If not, you can expect to be receiving signs that have resonance for you 
very, very soon. Fresh and innovative ideas will flow into your mind as new ways to live your life. No one
else must change their ways. NO ONE – only you. Can you feel the rush of empowerment that gives you 
as the Divine Being you are? Live for your heart, be an inspiration, and discover a new world. Some call 
11:11 an awakening code. You must be ‘awake’ on some level to even notice and receive it. This number 
has so many explanations, because we are all asking difference questions, are we not? There is no right or 
wrong, but at the heart of this beautiful sign is a loving, intelligent energy that will always encourage your 
back toward you, towards your soul where you will remember the truth of who you are. 

AP: Who you are is a Magnificent and Empowered Creator who is being acknowledge for Diving for the 
Light. We think this means that there is no darkness, but that is not true. We are just brave enough to be 
with it, transmute it, and vulnerable share with those who are brave enough to be with it too. 

Card Denise Jarvie® 
Artwork: Daniel B. Holman ® 



Darling Unchained Goddess,

How did this August reading feel to you? Did it resonate? It certainly did for me! 

What intentions are you setting for August? What perspective will YOU take? What Picture do you chose to see? 
In what ways will you unbound yourself from the stories that truly are not serving you, at least not in the way 
they are still being told. I believe there is value in every story, with a little reframing and a different frequency, 
what if you most traumatic moments became the life line that pulls another soul out of the depths? What if? Or 
what if you simply allow the energy of that story to soak back into Mother Earth where she will do what she 
does best? 

I would love to know if you found this reading helpful? It will serve me in deciding if I will choose to deliver 
these each month.

If you would like a personal reading to clarify what is calling to you; work through the resistance that is keeping 
you from allowing the momentum that is there for you, and crafting the message you want to broadcast to the 
Universe and everyone around you… schedule time with me. I would love nothing more than to support you, 
honor you, and bear witness to you stepping fully into your magnificence. Visit me at angieprince.com and 
follow me on Facebook. 

All my love,
Angie  



This service is in no way a replacement for medical or mental health care. Angie Prince and ACP Coaching & Consulting, 
LLC. is not a licensed health care provider. Consultations and services are for the purpose of a more cohesive spiritual 
understanding. The services of ACP Coaching & Consulting, LLC. (henceforth “the Author”) are provided for educational 
and entertainment purposes only, and should not be relied upon as a substitute for a personal consultation with a qualified 
health care provider regarding a medical or health condition, diagnosis or treatment. Always seek the advice of a qualified 
health care provider if you have any questions regarding a medical or health condition.

Information provided by the Author should not be relied upon as a substitute for advice, programs, or treatment that you 
would normally receive from a licensed professional, such as a lawyer, doctor, psychiatrist, or financial adviser.
You agree that the Author and any other person or party involved in or providing services, shall not be liable to you for any
act or failure to act that you may decide because of information provided to you in-person or via telephonic, electronic, or 
other means.
In no event will Angie Prince or ACP Coaching & Consulting, LLC., partners or employees be liable to any party for any 
damages of any kind whatsoever, including consequential damages, arising from any use of or inability to use the services of 
the Author, or decision made or action taken in reliance upon such services.
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